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Abstract The focus of this paper is on the evaluation of sixteen labeling methods
for hierarchical document clusters over five datasets. All of the methods are indepen-
dent from clustering algorithms, applied subsequently to the dendrogram construc-
tion and based on probabilistic dependence relations among labels and clusters. To
reach a fair comparison as well as a standard benchmark, we rewrote and presented
the labeling methods in a similar notation. The experimental results were analyzed
through a proposed evaluation methodology based on: (i) data standardization before
applying the cluster labeling methods and over the labeling results; (ii) a particular
information retrieval process, using the obtained labels and their hierarchical rela-
tions to construct the search queries; (iii) evaluation of the retrieval process through
precision, recall and F measure; (iv) variance analysis of the retrieval results to better
understanding the differences among the labeling methods; and, (v) the emulation
of a human judgment through the analysis of a topic observed coherence measure -
normalized Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI). Applying the methodology, we are
able to highlight the advantages of certain methods: to capture specific information;
for a better document hierarchy comprehension at different levels of granularity; and,
to capture the most coherent labels through the label selections. Finally, the experi-
mental results demonstrated that the label selection methods which hardly consider
hierarchical relations had the best results.
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1 Introduction
Topic hierarchies are helpful in organizing and browsing documents, aiding in the
exploration of similar document groups or even in the analysis of topic tendencies
within a large document collection (Moura et al, 2008; Ienco and Meo, 2008; Escud-
eiro and Jorge, 2006; Muhr et al, 2010; Aggarwal and Zhai, 2012). A document topic
hierarchy can be provided by human beings based on their domain knowledge as in
hierarchical organizations like Yahoo! directories or Open Directory Project1 (Treer-
atpituk and Callan, 2006; Tang et al, 2008) or it can be automatically learned from
data. In both cases, text documents are organized into topics and subtopics, provid-
ing an intuitive way for users to explore textual data at different levels of granularity
(Marcacini et al, 2012). Thus, a relevant problem is how to automatically construct a
useful topic hierarchy dealing with the flood of textual data.
The hierarchical structure can be automatically obtained through a hierarchical
clustering algorithm, since these algorithms have been studied extensively in the
clustering literature (Aggarwal and Zhai, 2012). Besides, there are some optimized
algorithms for clustering as well as incremental and parallel solutions (Aggarwal and
Reddy, 2013; Cai et al, 2013; Fahad et al, 2014). However, few document clustering
methods deal with the automatic hierarchical labeling process as well as the hierar-
chical relations among labels (Mao et al, 2012; Muhr et al, 2010; Moura and Rezende,
2010). So, it is possible to produce efficient and effective hierarchical document clus-
ters but, in order to achieve a useful topic hierarchy, we need to select significant
labels. The automatic labeling of the obtained hierarchies consists in selecting a set
of key terms to each document group, in order to better understand or browse them. In
this way, each node is labeled by a list of key terms and each internal node is defined
by its vertical path (i.e., ancestor and child nodes) and its horizontal list of key terms
(or descriptors).
The simplest labeling method selects the most frequent words present in the doc-
uments of each cluster. This method reveals the topic at a higher level, but can fail
to depict specific details of the cluster (Popescul and Ungar, 2000). In a hierarchical
document grouping, not only do we need to distinguish an internal node in the tree
from its siblings, as in a flat cluster, but also from its parent and its children (Man-
ning et al, 2008). In many approaches, the labels have to be built using all statistically
significant terms in the documents of the group. Thus, it is important to evaluate the
behavior of different cluster labeling methods along the hierarchy, for different doc-
ument collections and for different languages, in order to better capture the meaning
of each group. Moreover, there are no standard procedures to evaluate the obtained
labels, although some attempts have been made (Lawrie et al, 2001; Mao et al, 2012;
Kashyap et al, 2005). Besides, the evaluation is difficult even when a group of vol-
unteers is willing to participate, because it also depends on the task for which the
hierarchy is designed (Bast et al, 2005).
In this paper, we focused on the evaluation of hierarchical cluster labeling meth-
ods considering the non existence of a gold standard - e.g. a correctly labeled tax-
onomy, or a subjective analysis from a domain specialist. Firstly, we supposed that
1 DMOZ - http://www.dmoz.org/.
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the clustering process evaluation is a resolved problem. Consequently, we selected
only cluster labeling methods wich can be applied subsequently to the hierarchical
document cluster process. Highlighting that these methods can be used without any
external knowledge or user intervention. Thus, we proposed and used an experimental
methodology to compare the results of some cluster labeling methods considering the
number of labels, hierarchical relations among them and the simulation of a human
judgment.
This study identified sixteen methods that should be used by the research com-
munity in the future as a benchmark against which new methods should compete.
The evaluated label selection methods can be found in four articles (Popescul and
Ungar, 2000; Lamirel et al, 2008; Muhr et al, 2010; Moura and Rezende, 2010). In
order to reach fair comparisons among benchmarking methods, we re-specified and
re-implemented the methods in the same pattern. The obtained specifications are pre-
sented in the second section of this paper.
The evaluation methodology is based on: (i) data standardization before applying
the cluster labeling methods and over the labeling results; (ii) a particular information
retrieval process, using the obtained labels and their hierarchical relations to construct
the search queries; (iii) evaluation of the retrieval process through precision, recall
and F measure; (iv) variance analysis of the retrieval results to better understanding
the differences among the labeling methods; and, (v) the calculation and analysis of
a coherence measure which is able to simulate human judgment (Lau et al, 2014).
With this experimental methodology we expect to achieve a fair comparison among
different cluster labeling methods: to capture specific information; for a better docu-
ment hierarchy comprehension at different levels of granularity; and, to capture the
most coherent labels through the label selections. The methodology is presented in
the third section of this paper.
We experimentally evaluated the sixteen methods for cluster label selection over
five datasets. The experimental results show the differences among the methods through
the proposed comparison methodology, as presented in the fourth section of this pa-
per. In the fifth section, the results and a brief discussion on future works are summed
up.
2 Benchmark’s label selection methods
Before label selection, in order to reach a satisfactory hierarchical clustering of doc-
uments, it is necessary to choose and evaluate (i) a model to represent the documents
and the selected terms and (ii) a hierarchical clustering process. In the case of (i),
the representation model corresponds to the identification of the most discrimina-
tive terms in the text collection and the indexing of the text collection, based on
those terms. In text mining and information retrieval areas, this process is also named
preprocessing and has received a lot of attention in literature as well as in the de-
velopment of efficient software tools. Regarding (ii), the selection of a hierarchical
clustering process and the obtained grouping evaluation are exhaustive tasks that must
be performed carefully. As it was mentioned before, a lot of effort has been put on
efficient document cluster development, which does not embed or reach the cluster la-
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beling (Feldman and Sanger, 2007). Therefore, this paper focuses on cluster labeling,
assuming that the steps (i) and (ii) were well resolved.
Firstly, in this section, we explain the label selection task for a hierarchical doc-
ument cluster, when considering this task independent from the applied cluster algo-
rithm and the existence of previous knowledge. To select the methods for this bench-
mark, we focused on label selection methods which are independent from cluster al-
gorithm and from domain knowledge - such as vocabulary, thesaurus, ontology, etc.
Then, we describe the label selection methods for hierarchical document clustering
proposed by Lamirel et al (2008), Popescul and Ungar (2000), Moura and Rezende
(2010) and Muhr et al (2010), because they satisfy these constraints. Finally, we also
decided to include the Most Frequent method in this study because it is widely used.
In order to compartmentalize the discussions, we divided the benchmarking meth-
ods into methods based on frequency and methods based on probabilistic or statiscal
models.
2.1 The task of label selection for hierarchical document clusters
Generally there are two main steps to the label selection methods for hierarchical
document clusters when the labeling method is independent of the cluster algorithm,
as observed in Figure 1 (Santos et al, 2012). The input is a hierarchical cluster H built
from a set of documents D. A is a set of attributes (or terms) previously selected in
the preprocessing step and N is the set of nodes in H. Initially, the method selects a
set of possible labels for each node in N (Step 1). Then some of the possible labels
are chosen and the set of labels are built for each node (Step 2).
Documents (D) 
Nodes (N) 
Terms (A) 
Hierarchical Cluster (H) 
  Step 1 
Get a set of possible labels for each node of 
the hierarchy 
  Step 2 
Select a list of labels from each set 
Label Selection 
pantanal 
pisciculture research 
stripped catfish 
dolphinfish 
cattle beef 
husbandry production 
feedlot research 
grazing 
natural breed research 
artificial insemination 
reproduction 
Hierarchical Cluster with 
Selected labels 
Fig. 1 Label selection process for hierarchical document cluster (Santos et al, 2012).
A cluster labeling task independent of the applied clustering method can be viewed
as an attribute selection problem. To illustrate this idea and define some of the nec-
essary concepts, Figure 2 presents the abstraction of a generic node (ni) in a hi-
erarchical structure. The hierarchical structure is supposed to be obtained from a
clustering method applied on a document collection, D = {d1, ...,dx}, with x docu-
ments, characterized by a set of attributes, A = {a1, ..am}, with m attributes. There-
fore, N = {n1, ..no} is the set of nodes and each node ni, i= 1, ...,o, in the hierarchy
corresponds to a cluster (or group) with ci children and is formed by a sub collection
from D. Thus, fi(ak) is defined as the cumulated frequency of the kth attribute from A
in ni. In other words, fi(ak) corresponds to the cumulated frequency of ak in the sub-
set of documents in ni. In order to decide which attributes are better to discriminate
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the ith group, the contingency table illustrated as Table 1 is constructed for each ak,
k = 1, ..m in ni.
Table 1 Contingency table for fi(ak) in ni child nodes.
child ak !ak total
ni1 fi1(ak) ∑mt=1,t 6=k fi1(at) ∑
m
t=1 fi1(at)
... ... ... ...
nic fic(ak) ∑mt=1,t 6=k fic(at) ∑
m
t=1 fic(at)
total fi(ak) ∑mt=1,t 6=k fi(at) ∑
m
t=1 fi(at)
To have a better picture of Table 1 values, consider the example in Figure 2.
In that figure, each child (ni1,ni2,ni3) of the ni node has a set of preselected labels
(Ai1,Ai2,Ai3). Lets consider the ni1 label, Ai1 = {research, innovation, pro f it}. Sup-
pose the research attribute occurs 3 times in the documents of the ni1 group, then
the fi1(research) = 3. Thus, each attribute selected as a label to each node has a cu-
mulated frequency obtained from the sum of their presence in all documents which
are grouped in the node. For example, for the research attribute in the ni node in
Figure 2, the contingency table is illustrated in Table 2. The cumulated frequency
for !research is the sum of the cumulated frequency for each attribute different from
research in the same node, that is, fi1(!research) = fi1(innovation)+ fi1(pro f it) or
fi1(!research) = 3+3 = 6.
ni1 
... 
... 
... 
... 
... 
ni2 
ni3 
ni 
Ai1 ={research, innovation, profit} 
fi1 {research}=3, fi1 {innovation}=3, fi1 {profit}=3  
 
Ai2 ={research, innovation, technological process} 
fi2 {research}=4, fi2 {innovation}=1,  
fi2 {technological process}=12  
 
Ai3 ={research, innovation, poverty} 
fi3 {research}=3, fi3 {innovation}=4, fi3 {poverty}=6  
 
Fig. 2 An example of a generic ni node in a document hierarchy with its c children. Each ni’s children had
been already labeled.
The attribute selection for each ni label is based on the frequencies for each at-
tribute observed in a table like Table 1, considering each document as a bag of words.
One way to select labels is through a supervised feature selection considering each
group, ni j, i= 1, ...,o and j = 1, ...,ci, as a class. In this case, mutual information, in-
formation gain, χ2 or other supervised measures can be used to select the attributes.
For an unsupervised selection, we can use tf-idf (term frequency - inverse document
frequency) or JSD (Jensen-Shannon Divergence) rankings or some latent factors de-
rived from a variance decomposition.
In this paper, we are always referring to a generic node representation as in the
Figure 2 and to a generic attribute frequency distribution, in this generic node, as in
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Table 2 Example of the contingency table for fi(research) distribution among the ni children nodes from
Figure 2.
ni child research !research total
ni1 3 12 15
ni2 4 13 17
ni3 3 10 13
total 10 35 45
Table 1. Finally, in this section, we present all the label selection methods in the same
pattern. The basic notation is:
L(ni) = {bestp(Ai), p= 1, ...,P}, where
Ai = {∀ak ∈ A | (RankingFunctioni(ak)> 0) ,k = 1, ...,m}, and
RankingFunctioni(ak) = label selection f unction o f the method
Ai ∈ A is a subset of attributes which was selected as a possible label to a ni node
according to a ranking function (RankingFunctioni). Finally, L(ni) is the set of the
best P ranked attributes from Ai and L(ni) is the selected label for the ni node. P is a
predefined natural number and P≥ 1. Moreover, for the selection functions which do
not result in a ranking, the absolute-frequency value of the selected ak in the ith node
was considered as ak rank.
2.2 Methods based on frequency
A frequency is associated for each dimension of a document representation. So, the
simplest labeling method consists of sorting the terms according to the cumulated fre-
quency of this term in the documents of the ni node (Miiller and Dorre, 1999; Chuang
and Chien, 2005). This method is generally called Most Frequent and defined as:
L(ni) = {bestp(Ai), p= 1, ...,P}, where
Ai = {∀ak ∈ A | (MostFrequenti(ak))> 0,k = 1, ..,m}, and
MostFrequenti(ak) =
c
∑
j=1
fi j(ak)
Muhr et al (2010) explored the structural relationships in hierarchical clusters in
order to obtain good labels. They proposed some extensions to standard labeling ap-
proaches based on term weights in each node. The standard labeling approach was
referred to by Muhr et al (2010) as Maximum Term Weight Labeling (MTWL). The
MTWL approach selects the P terms with the highest frequency. Muhr et al (2010)
referred to the Most Frequent method as MTWLraw. So, to use a single representa-
tion, we will refer to the Most Frequent method as MTWLraw:
MTWLrawi(ak) =MostFrequenti(ak)
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First, Muhr et al (2010) proposed the Global Inverse Document Frequency (idf global)
and Local Inverse Document Frequency (idf local) based on traditional Inverse Docu-
ment Frequency weight. For each node ni, the idf global of the kth term is defined as
follows:
id fglobal(ak) = log
( |D|
#(ak,D)
)
where |D| is the cardinality of D and #(ak,D) is the number of documents in D con-
taining term ak (also named in literature as Document Frequency - df). Muhr et al
(2010) claim that idf global penalizes terms which are over-represented in the whole
collection. However, terms over-represented in a particular cluster sub-tree only will
be likely selected for all siblings in the cluster hierarchy. Term distributions among
siblings have to be taken into account to avoid siblings getting similar labels. For this
reason, the idf local weight was proposed by Muhr et al (2010). The idf local for the kth
term in cluster ni j with parent cluster ni is calculated as:
id flocali j(ak) = log
( |Dni |
#(ak,Dni )
)
where |Dni | is the number of documents in the parent cluster ni of cluster ni j and
#(ak,Dni) is the number of documents in the parent cluster ni containing term ak.
These two weight schemes are combined to select the top P terms as labels of cluster
ni j and this scheme is nominated by Muhr et al (2010) as MTWLid f . Formally, the
MTWLid f labeling function is defined as:
L(ni j) = {bestp(Ai j), p= 1, ...,P}, where
Ai j = {∀ak ∈ A |MTWLid fi j(ak)> 0,k = 1, ..,m}, and
MTWLid fi j(ak) = id fglobal(ak) · id flocali j(ak) · fi j(ak)
Next, Muhr et al (2010) integrated sibling information as a weighting factor. The
main idea is to select as labels those terms which occur often in one sibling cluster
only. This scheme is called Inverse Cluster Weight Labeling (ICWL), and it is cal-
culated by the inverse cluster frequency (ic f ). The ic f for the kth term in cluster ni j
with parent cluster ni is defined as:
ic fi j(ak) = exp
(
#(ak,Dni j )∣∣∣Dni j ∣∣∣
)
log
(
#(ni)
#(ak,ni)
+1
)
where #(ak,Dni j) is the number of documents in the cluster ni j containing term ak,∣∣Dni j ∣∣ is the number of documents in the cluster ni j, #(ni) is the number of direct sub-
clusters in the parent cluster ni of cluster ni j and #(ak,ni) is the number of direct ni
sub-clusters which contain the term ak. The exponential component promotes terms
occurring in a larger fraction of documents. The scheme is referred to as ICWLraw
when ic f weight is combined with MTWLraw, and the labeling function is defined
as:
L(ni j) = {bestp(Ai j), p= 1, ...,P}, where
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ni → 0 
ni1 → 1 
ni11 → 2 
ni12 → 3 
ni121 → 4 
ni2 → 5 
ni3 → 7 
ni21 → 6 
ni31 → 8 
ni : 8 descendant nodes, h=8 
nqg : 
  ni2 is nq6 
  ni12 is nq4 
e(i,6) = 2 
e(i,4) = 3 
Fig. 3 Descendant nodes example.
Ai j = {∀ak ∈ A | ICWLrawi j(ak)> 0,k = 1, ..,m}, and
ICWLrawi j(ak) = ic fi j(ak) · fi j(ak)
The scheme is referred to as ICWLid f in the case of ic f weight being combined
with MTWLid f . Then, the labeling function is defined as:
L(ni j) = {bestp(Ai j), p= 1, ...,P}, where
Ai j = {∀ak ∈ A | ICWLid fi j(ak)> 0,k = 1, ..,m}, and
ICWLid fi j(ak) = id fglobal(ak) · id flocali j(ak) · ic fi j(ak) · fi j(ak)
Finally, Muhr et al (2010) extended the labeling approaches by weighting the in-
fluence of a term into the path length of each descendant cluster of cluster ni j. The
main idea is to explore the ancestor-descendant relationship. According to the au-
thors, incorporating sibling information may increase the discriminatory importance
of parent labels that are equally distributed possibly over all siblings, and can de-
crease the importance of parent labels occurring often in few descendant clusters.
Methods involving hierarchical weighting are prefixed here with “Hier”. For each
term ak in cluster ni, a weight w is associated. In order to define this weight, we
first need to introduce some important definitions and an abstract example of them in
Figure 3:
– nig (g = 1, ...,h) is a descendant node of ni, that is, not only the direct children
nodes.
– nqg is the direct parent of node nig.
– e(i,g) is the path length between two nodes. The path length is the number of
edges between ni and nig.
– c fe(ig) is the sibling base cluster frequency of a term, where:
– c fe(ig)(ak) =
#(ak,nqg)
#(nq)
, #(ak,nqg) is the number of direct nqg sub-clusters of nq
which contain ak, nq is nqg father and #(nq) is the nq number of children.
So, the weight w for the kth term in cluster ni is defined as:
wi(ak) =
h
∑
g=1
1
e(i,g)
· c fe(ig)(ak) · vi,g(ak)
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where vi,g(ak) is the weight of term ak in node nig weighted in the local context of
the node ni. The vi,g(ak) is calculated according to the selected scheme, as presented
bellow:
– HierMTWLraw:
wi(ak) =
h
∑
g=1
1
e(i,g)
· c fe(ig)(ak) · fig(ak)
– HierMTWLid f :
wi(ak) =
h
∑
g=1
1
e(i,g)
· c fe(ig)(ak) · id fglobal(ak) · id flocali(ak) · fig(ak)
– HierICWLraw:
wi(ak) =
h
∑
g=1
1
e(i,g)
· c fe(ig)(ak) · ic fi(ak) · fig(ak)
– HierICWLid f :
wi(ak) =
h
∑
g=1
1
e(i,g)
·c fe(ig)(ak) · id fglobal(ak) · id flocali(ak) · ic fi(ak) · fig(ak)
and the labeling function for all cases is defined as:
L(ni) = {bestp(Ai), p= 1, ...,P}, where
Ai = {∀ak ∈ A | wi(ak)> 0,k = 1, ..,m}
For all cases, since the root node does not have a parent node, we considered the
root node as a parent node of itself in this paper.
2.3 Methods based on probabilistic or statistic models
Glover et al (2002) proposed a model exclusively based on the observed frequencies
for each term in the group, as illustrated in Table 1 and Figure 2. In other words, the
model is based on the maximum likelihood estimates of the conditional probabilities
of the term (ak attribute) frequency in each ni j group, that is f (ak|ni j) and in the ak
total frequency in the group, that is fi(ak). Thus, the maximum likelihood estimators
are fi(ak) = ∑ j fi j(ak) for ak frequency in ni and f (ak|ni j) = fi j(ak)/∑ j(∑k f j(ak))
for the conditional probability of ak in ni j. If f (ak|ni j) is very common and f (ak) is
rare then the term is a good discriminator for the ni j, otherwise if f (ak|ni j) and f (ak)
are common then the term discriminates the parent node of ni j (ni) and, finally, if
f (ak|ni j) is very common and f (ak) is relatively rare in the collection then the term
is a better discriminator for the child node of ni j. The thresholds very common and
rare must be experimentally determined.
The methods proposed by Popescul and Ungar (2000) and RLUM (Moura and
Rezende, 2010) are inspired in Glover’s model, based on a multinomial distribution of
the attributes which is, in its turn, based on the obtained clusters. The label selection
of a generic node is carried out by testing each attribute distribution dependence on
the ni child nodes.
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Consider Figure 2 and the contingency Table 1, and ak as a generic attribute with a
non-zero frequency in ni. If the attribute distribution is independent of the ni children,
ni j, j = 1, ...,c, then the attribute (ak) does not discriminate the child nodes, so it
is a good discriminator for the parent node ni. Otherwise, the attribute is a good
discriminator for some of the child nodes, ni j. Also consider the follow definitions:
s=
c
∑
j=1
m
∑
t=1
fi j(at) =
m
∑
t=1
fi(at)
TP= fi j(ak), FN =
m
∑
t=1
fi j(at)−TP
FP= fi(ak)−TP, TN = s− (TP+FN+FP)
Under the hypothesis of independence, that is, the kth term (ak) does not depend
on the ni children, each fi j(ak) is supposed to depend exclusively on the marginal
frequencies; i.e., the expected value for each fi j(ak) must be:
E( fi j(ak)) = fi(ak)×
m
∑
t=1
fi j(at)× 1m
∑
t=1
fi(at)
To test the independence hypothesis in the proposal of Popescul and Ungar (2000),
a chi-square estimate is calculated and the result is compared to a tabled value with
c− 1 degrees of freedom (the number of node children subtracted by one).The chi-
square estimate is given by:
χ2i (ak) =
(TP×TN−FN×FP)2×s
(TP+FN)×(FP+TN)×(TP+FP)×(FN+TN)
In the method proposed by Popescul and Ungar (2000), the chi-square estimate
is tested to each ak, k = 1, ...,m, all over the hierarchy starting at the root node; i.e.,
∀ ni, i= 1, ..., |N|, assuming the tree has |N| nodes. For each ak, the method decides
to use it in the ni’s label or in the child node labels along the hierarchy. As the chi-
square is not a robust estimate for low frequency values (see (Bishop et al, 1975)), this
method assumes the most used rule of only applying this test when the attribute ak
has fi j(ak)≥ 5 in all ni j nodes. Consequently, this method does not make a decision
for all ak attributes in all ni nodes, which sometimes causes term repetitions along
the hierarchy. Besides, this method has a high computational complexity close to
O(m×N2), considering m attributes and |N| nodes.
Therefore, starting from the root node, the Popescul&Ungar labeling function is
defined as:
L(ni) = {bestp(Ai), p= 1, ...,P}, where
Ai = {∀ak ∈ A | (MTWLrawi(ak | Popescul&Ungari(ak) is True) > 0) ,k = 1, ..,m},
and
Popescul&Ungari(ak) = ( I is True ∧ II is True∧ III is True)
I : ak isn′t selected as label o f any ancestor o f ni
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II : fi j(ak) ≥ 5, ∀ j = 1, ...,c
III : E( fi j(ak)) = fi(ak)×
m
∑
t=1
fi j(at)× 1∑mt=1 fi(at))
∀ j = 1, ...,c
The condition I ensures that each term is selected as label for only one node. How-
ever, this restriction does not prevent the same label from being used in nodes of a
same level or in different branches of the hierarchy. This method does not make any
decision for the leaves.
The Robust Labeling Up Method, RLUM (Moura and Rezende, 2010), test the
expected frequency value of each ak, k = 1, ...,m, all over the hierarchy, starting at
the leaves. Besides the fact that it has a linear computational complexity, O(m×N),
it deals with the test restrictions in a better way than Popescul&Ungar and provides
an embedded tree pruning.
To deal with the frequency estimate restrictions, firstly RLUM considers only
the ak attributes which have fi j(ak) 6= 0, j = 1, ...,c in each ni j child. This prevents
the lack of decision when an attribute is completely associated to a specific nib node,
b= 1, ...,c; that is, ∀ j 6= b fi j(ak)= 0 and fib(ak) 6= 0. Furthermore, the independence
test is carried out from a chi-square estimate based on a relaxed criterion (also in
(Bishop et al, 1975)). This criterion is: i f fi j(ak)≥ 1∧∃ fib(ak)≫ 1 f or some b 6=
j∧ b∈ {1,2, ...,c} ⇒ χ2 is a valid estimate. As document clustering is a text mining
problem, usually the frequency values for the attributes are very large, although some
of these frequency values can be zero or very close to zero, because we are dealing
with sparse matrix problems; consequently, this criterion can be applied.
Thus, the RLUM labeling function is applied from the leaves to the root as:
L(ni) = {bestp(Ai), p= 1, ...,P}, where
Ai = {∀ak ∈ A | (MTWLrawi(ak | RLUMi(ak) is True) > 0) ,k = 1, ..,m}, and
RLUMi(ak) = ( I is True ∧ II is True)
I : fi j(ak) > 0, ∀ j = 1, ...,c
II : E( fi j(ak)) = fi(ak)×
m
∑
t=1
fi j(at)× 1∑mt=1 fi(at))
Additionally, as soon as the L(ni) is complete, all L(ni, j) (descendant ni node
labels) are updated:
L(ni j) = L(ni j)− [L(ni)
⋂
L(ni j)],∀ j = 1, ...,c
That is, if the term ak is selected as a label of ni, then this term is removed from
all ni children.
Finally, the idea of tree pruning embedded in RLUM algorithms is based on the
cutting of the nodes with empty label sets. If, after the tests and selections, a L(ni j)
results in an empty set, the ni node (parent node of ni j) absorbs the ni j node, which is
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removed from the tree. In this case, the ni parent node inherits the child set nodes of
ni j.
The methods proposed by Popescul and Ungar (2000) as well as RLUM are based
on the concept of term propagation in a topic taxonomy, as described in Kashyap et al
(2005). In this concept, the generic labels of the node ni are formed by the union of its
ancestor node labels and its own labels (specific labels). In other words, it is important
to avoid unnecessary repetitions along the document hierarchy, also keeping the most
generic terms in the highest levels and the most specific terms in the lower levels.
Muhr et al (2010) also evaluated label selection methods based on statistical
models. The authors called these approaches as Reference Collection based Label-
ing (RCL) because they are comparing the distribution of terms contained in clus-
ters to terms contained in a reference collection of documents. They evaluated three
comparative statistics, namely the Jensen-Shannon Divergence (Carmel et al, 2006),
Information Gain and χ2. The P terms with the best test values are taken as labels.
In our work, two statistics were selected for evaluations: Jensen-Shannon Divergence
(JSD) and χ2. For each node ni j, the reference collection is defined as all documents
belonging to the cluster sub-tree of its direct parent ni excluding all documents con-
tained in ni j. Now, consider the follow definitions:
s=
m
∑
t=1
fi(at)−
m
∑
t=1
fi j(at), TP= fi j(ak), FN =
m
∑
t=1
fi j(at)−TP
FP= ( fi(ak)− fi j(ak))−TP, TN = s− (TP+FN+FP)
The scheme is named by Muhr et al (2010) as RCLχ2 when χ2 is selected. For-
mally, the RCLχ2 labeling function is defined as:
L(ni j) = {bestp(Ai j), p= 1, ...,P}, where
Ai j = {∀ak ∈ A | RCLχ2i j(ak)> 0,k = 1, ..,m}, and
RCLχ2i j(ak) =
(TP×TN−FN×FP)2×s
(TP+FN)×(FP+TN)×(TP+FP)×(FN+TN)
The scheme is named by Muhr et al (2010) as RCLJSD when JSD is selected.
Formally, the RCLJSD labeling function is defined as:
L(ni j) = {bestp(Ai j), p= 1, ...,P}, where
Ai j = {∀ak ∈ A | RCLχ2i j(ak)> 0,k = 1, ..,m}, and
RCLJSDi j(ak) =
( TP
TP+FN
)× log2 ( TPTP+FN )− ( TPTP+FN )×
log2
(
0,5× ( TPTP+FN + TP+FPTP+FP+FN+TN ))+ TP+FPTP+FP+FN+TN × log2 ( TP+FPTP+FP+FN+TN )−
TP+FP
TP+FP+FN+TN × log2
(
0,5× ( TPTP+FN + TP+FPTP+FP+FN+TN ))
Muhr et al (2010) evaluated the RCL scheme combined with Hier weight as pre-
sented in the previous section. In this case, the weight w for the kth term in cluster ni j
was defined for the RCLχ2 scheme as HierRCLχ2, where:
– ni j(g) (g= 1, ...,h) is a descendant node of ni j, that is, not only the direct children
nodes.
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– nqg is the direct parent of node ni j(g).
– The weight wi j(ak) is:
s=
m
∑
t=1
fi(at), TP= fi j(g)(ak), FN =
m
∑
t=1
fi j(g)(at)−TP
FP= ( fqg(ak)− fi j(g)(ak))−TP, TN = s− (TP+FN+FP)
wi j(ak) =
h
∑
g=1
1
e(i j,g)
· c fe(i j(g))(ak) ·RCLχ2i j(g)(ak)
The weight w for the kth term in cluster ni j was defined for the RCLJSD scheme
as HierRCLJSD, where:
– ni j(g) (g= 1, ...,h) is a descendant node of ni j, that is, not only the direct children
nodes.
– nqg is the direct parent of node ni j(g).
– The weight wi j(ak) is:
s=
m
∑
t=1
fi(at), TP= fi j(g)(ak), FN =
m
∑
t=1
fi j(g)(at)−TP
FP= ( fqg(ak)− fi j(g)(ak))−TP, TN = s− (TP+FN+FP)
wi j(ak) =
h
∑
g=1
1
e(i j,g)
· c fe(i j(g))(ak) ·RCLJSDi j(g)(ak)
and the labeling function for HierRCLχ2 and HierRCLJSD is defined as:
L(ni j) = {bestp(Ai j), p= 1, ...,P}, where
Ai j = {∀ak ∈ A | wi j(ak)> 0,k = 1, ..,m}
For all cases, since the root node does not have a parent node, we considered the
root node as a parent node of itself in this paper.
In the approach proposed by Lamirel et al (2008), the traditional recall, precision
and F-measure measures were redefined. For each term ak in the cluster ni j, the Clus-
tering Recall (CRecall) represents the ratio between the frequency of ak in the cluster
ni j and the frequency of ak in the whole collection:
CRecalli j(ak) = ( fi j(ak))/( f (ak))
In the same way, the Clustering Precision (CPrecision) represents the ratio be-
tween the frequency of ak in the cluster ni j and the sum of the frequencies of all
terms in the cluster ni:
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CPrecisioni j(ak) = ( fi j(ak))/(
m
∑
t=1
fi j(at))
With these measures, Lamirel et al (2008) defined the Clustering F-Measure as:
CFMeasurei j(ak) =
2×CRecalli j(ak)×CPrecisioni j(ak)
CRecalli j(ak)+CPrecisioni j(ak)
CFMeasure is used as a basis for selecting the most suitable label sets from the
clusters. Lamirel et al (2008) proposed two strategies in order to select the labels:
CFAverage and CFLeaveOneOut. In both strategies, the first step is to compute the
CFMeasure of each term ak of each leaf node. Then, the P top terms are selected as
labels in each leaf node ni j, that is:
L(ni j) = {bestp(Ai j), p= 1, ...,P}, where
Ai j = {∀ak ∈ A |CFMeasurei j(ak)> 0,k = 1, ..,m}
After computing the CFMeasure in leaf nodes, the label selection method is applied
from parent nodes to the root node.
In the CFAverage strategy, the CFMeasure of term ak in the cluster ni is estimated
by the average CFMeasure value of this term in all direct ni j children nodes of ni.
L(ni j) = {bestp(Ai j), p= 1, ...,P}, where
Ai j = {∀ak ∈ A |CFMeasurei j(ak)> 0,k = 1, ..,m}, and
CFMeasurei(ak) = (
c
∑
j=1
CFMeasurei j(ak))/(c)
where c is the number of direct children of cluster ni.
In the CFLeaveOneOut strategy, Lamirel et al (2008) proposed a strategy anal-
ogous to the leave one out solution used for learning method evaluations. The main
idea of this strategy is to discriminate a cluster compared with other clusters in the
same level. It is different from the other approaches that compare the node with the
descendants and ancestors. To select the labels of ni node with direct child nodes ni j
( j = 1, ...,c), it creates a list with all clusters that are in the same level of the child
nodes of ni including the node ni. Next, all the ni j nodes are removed from this list.
Suppose the level of ni j has Z nodes, the labeling function for the kth term in cluster
ni is defined as:
L(ni j) = {bestp(Ai j), p= 1, ...,P}, where
Ai j = {∀ak ∈ A |CFMeasurei j(ak)> 0,k = 1, ..,m}, and
CRecalli(ak) =
fi(ak)
z
∑
v=1
fiv(ak)−
c
∑
j=1
fi j(ak)
, CPrecisioni(ak) =
fi j(ak)
m
∑
t=1
fi j(at)
CFMeasurei(ak) =
2×CRecalli(ak)×CPrecisioni(ak)
CRecalli(ak)+CPrecisioni(ak)
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3 Comparison Methodology
As said before, a cluster labeling task independent of the applied clustering method
can be viewed as an attribute selection problem. In this way, each cluster is con-
sidered as a ”class”. Following this idea, the obtained document hierarchy (H) is
assumed to reflect the classes of the documents through its nodes. Under this as-
sumption and certain experimental conditions, we looked for measures which could
classify the obtained results for different labeling methods. The measures must give
us some information about the labeling method habilities in capturing: cluster spe-
cific information; a better hierarchy comprehension at different levels of granularity;
and, the most subjective coherent labels.
In this way, the comparison methodology encompasses five tasks as detailed in
the next subsections: i) experimental data standardization and the hierarchical clus-
ter (H) production, in order to apply different labeling methods to copies of H and
consequently to make paired comparisons; ii) the construction of query expressions
through different labels and hierarchical levels, in order to reflect the cluster label
quality at different levels of H granularity; iii) the selection of metrics to evaluate the
quality of the retrieval process; iv) a reliable and paired statistical comparison among
the metrics obtained after the retrieval process; and, v) considering each obtained la-
bel as a “cluster topic”, the use of a metric which is supposed to simulate the human
interpretation of the label coherence.
3.1 Experimental data standardization
The comparison methodology focuses on the evaluation of the labeling methods after
a cluster hierarchy (H) is obtained. Consequently, before we can apply this method-
ology, the following statements must be true or at least observed:
1. the text collection was preprocessed with a satisfactory method and was trans-
formed in a attribute-value matrix. The matrix can be indexed by term frequence
(t f ), t fid f , or other measure required by the cluster algorithm;
2. a hierarchical document clustering algorithm was applied to the attribute-value
matrix, the produced hierarchy (H) was evaluated and is ready to be used;
3. each labeling method will be applied to a H copy, in order to reach paired com-
parisons among node labels from different methods;
4. for all probabilistic labeling methods, it is necessary to set a common p-value. To
reach a fair comparison among the different methods, we suggest a same conser-
vative value to all p-values, for example 5%.
5. some labeling methods (for example, RLUM) could cause a transformation of the
labeled hierarchy structure, due to its proper pruning process. For a fair compar-
ison, we must avoid applying the pruning process of the labeling method. This
statement guarantees the original hierarchy (H) is not changed and the applied
label comparisons keep paired; and,
6. the obtained label sets from different labeling methods always have different car-
dinalities. Therefore, after the application of each label selection function, we
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select the best labels in all ni nodes to a maximum of ten (P = 10) terms, that is
L(ni) = {bestp(Ai), p= 1, ...,10}.
3.2 Query expressions through cluster labels
A good hierarchical cluster labeling method has to be able to uniquely label each H
node and to reflect the hierarchical relations among the nodes. Therefore, the most
generic descriptors in a hierarchy are supposed to be in the highest nodes and the
most specific in the leaves. For an example, in Figure 4, considering the groups (H
nodes) as the actual classes of the documents in the groups and the obtained labels
as the class descriptors, we can retrieve the documents under n3 group using the
query “agriculture”. In a similar way, to retrieve the documents from n12 we can
use the query “technological OR process” or “(agriculture) AND (technological OR
process)”. In other words, as more specifically we construct the query expression
more restrictive are the obtained results. The construction of these query expressions
allows to capture specific information in different levels of document hierarchy gran-
ularity.
To evaluate the results of query expressions, firstly we assume all ni labels (L(ni))
as specific labels (Ls(ni)). Thus, Figure 4 presents an example of the specific labels
(Ls(ni)) of a hierarchical structure after applying a labeling method. Figure 4 also
presents some nodes which have empty specific labels. For example, RLUM can
produce nodes with empty specific label sets when the label selection function is
not true for all ak. In these cases, RLUM performs a pruning process. As the pruning
process is not allowed in this comparison methodology we must consider those empty
label sets.
Also, we assume that the specific label set (Ls(ni)) can be used to construct a
query expression (Q(Ls(ni))) where the elements in Ls(ni) are linked by an OR op-
erator:
Ls(ni) = {ai1,ai2 , ...aiP} ⇒ Q(Ls(ni)) = [ai1 OR ai2 OR ... OR aiP]
The hierarchical structure can have nodes with an empty specific label which (i)
has some ancestor with a non-empty label or (ii) has all ancestors with empty labels.
In Figure 4, for example, there are n6 and n7 nodes with n3 as a common ancestor. In
order to have a correct interpretation of the document hierarchy, nodes in case (i) (n6
and n7) inherit the specific ancestor node label (Ls(n3)). For example, in Figure 5(A),
Ls(n6) and Ls(n7) are interpreted as Ls(n3).
Regarding (ii), those nodes have a lack of specific descriptors to compose their
specific labels. Consequently, any of the descendent node labels could specify the
node with the empty set. In other words, any of the children nodes are valid paths
to retrieve the documents in the nodes with empty labels. So, the query expression
for the empty sets can be the children query expressions linked by OR operators. For
example, in Figure 5(B) the query expressions for n5, n4, n2 and n1 are presented as:
Q(Ls(n5)) = Q(Ls(n10)) OR Q(Ls(n11)) = (technology) OR (university) =
(technology OR university)
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Ls(n1) = Ø 
Ls(n3) = {agriculture} 
Ls(n6) = Ø 
Ls(n12) = {technological, process} 
Ls(n13) = {geoprocessing} 
Ls(n7) = Ø 
Ls(n2) = Ø 
Ls(n4) = Ø 
Ls(n8) = {research} 
Ls(n9) = {innovation} 
Ls(n10) = {technology} 
Ls(n11) = {university} 
Ls(n5) = Ø 
Ls(n16) = {drought} 
Ls(n17) = {desertification} 
Ls(n14) = {mechanic, harvesting} 
Ls(n15) = {climate, water} 
Fig. 4 A result example from a document cluster labeling.
Q(Ls(n4)) = Q(Ls(n8)) OR Q(Ls(n9)) = (research) OR (innovation) =
(research OR innovation)
Q(Ls(n2)) = Q(Ls(n4)) OR Q(Ls(n5)) =
[(research OR innovation) OR (technology OR university)]
Q(Ls(n1)) = Q(Ls(n2)) OR Q(Ls(n3)) =
[(research OR innovation) OR (technology OR university)] OR (agriculture)
We must note that specific labels match specific nodes. That is, the specific labels
(Ls) are supposed to describe the node as a flat (or isolated) cluster in the hierarchy. To
reflect the hierarchical relations among the nodes, we need to specify generic labels
(Lg), or hierarchical labels. In Figure 6, the generic labels from Figure 4 and their
associated query expressions are illustrated.
A generic label (Lg) can be defined as a union of the specific label of a node (ni)
with its direct ancestor node labels. Therefore, the generic label for the hierarchy root
node is the same as its specific label. The generic labels of nodes from the first level
of the hierarchy are obtained by the union of their specific labels with the root node
generic labels. Next, the generic labels of nodes from the second level are obtained
by the union of their specific labels with the generic labels of their parent nodes. The
same strategy is used in all nodes of the hierarchy. For the generic query expression
(Q(Lg(ni))), the operator link among the specific queries (Q(Ls(ni))) of a node and
the specific query of its ancestor node labels isAND in order to reflect the hierarchical
dependence among them - as illustrated in Figure 6.
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Q(Ls(n1)) = Q(Ls(n2)) OR Q(Ls(n3)) = 
Q(Ls(n3)) = (agriculture) 
Q(Ls(n6)) = (agriculture) 
Q(Ls(n12)) = (technological OR process) 
Q(Ls(n13)) = (geoprocessing) 
Q(Ls(n7)) = (agriculture) 
Q(Ls(n2)) = [(research OR innovation) OR (technology OR university)] 
Q(Ls(n4)) = (research OR innovation) 
Q(Ls(n8)) = (research ) 
Q(Ls(n9)) = (innovation) 
Q(Ls(n10)) = (technology ) 
Q(Ls(n11)) = (university) 
Q(Ls(n5)) = (technology OR university) 
Q(Ls(n16)) = (drought) 
Q(Ls(n17)) = (desertification) 
Q(Ls(n14)) = (mechanic OR harvesting) 
Q(Ls(n15)) = (climate OR water) 
= [(research OR innovation) OR (technology OR university)] OR (agriculture) 
B 
A 
Fig. 5 The specific query expressions for the specific labels in Figure 4.
Lg(n1) = Ls(n1) 
Q(Lg(n1)) = Q(Ls(n1)) = [(research OR innovation) OR (technology OR university)] OR (agriculture) 
Lg(n2) = Lg(n1)    Ls(n2) 
Q(Lg(n2)) = Q(Lg(n1)) AND Q(Ls(n1)) = 

= Q(Lg(n1)) AND [(research OR innovation) OR (technology OR university)]  
Lg(n4) = Lg(n2)    Ls(n4) 
Q(Lg(n4)) = Q(Lg(n2)) AND Q(Ls(n4)) 

Lg(n8) = Lg(n4)    Ls(n8) 
Q(Lg(n8)) = Q(Lg(n4)) AND Q(Ls(n8)) 
... 
... 
Q(Lg(n3)) = Q(Lg(n1)) AND Q(Ls(n3)) 
Q(Lg(n14)) = {[(research OR innovation) OR (technology OR university)] OR agriculture} 
                      AND {agriculture} AND {agriculture} 
                      AND (mechanic OR harvesting) 
... 
... 
... 
... 
... 
... 
... 
Fig. 6 The generic query expressions for the specific query expressions of Figure 5.
3.3 Metrics to evaluate the retrieval process
In order to simulate the retrieval process, we: i) use the attribute-value matrix, which
was generated to produce the H hierarchy, as the retrieval indexes; and, ii) build query
expressions as defined in the previous subsection. Thus, for a document to be re-
trieved, it must be indexed by the terms that satisfy the query expression. We are
not considering the term frequency (or t fid f )in the attribute-value matrix, but only
whether this term belongs to the document or not. For example, in Figure 4, Ls(n14) =
{mechanic,harvesting} then the query Q(Ls(n14)) = mechanic OR harvesting re-
trieves all documents which present the terms “mechanic” or “harvesting”. In this
way, the retrieved documents which belong to the n14 group are considered correctly
retrieved; the incorrectly retrieved are the false positives, etc. Generalizing:
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Table 3 Retrieval values - group (cluster).
retrieved no retrieved
group tp fn |g|
no group fp tn
|r| |r˜|
– tp, or true positive: the number of documents that were retrieved and belong to
the target group, or the correctly retrieved documents;
– fp, or false positive: the number of documents that were retrieved and do not
belong to the target group, or the incorrectly retrieved documents;
– |r|: the total number of retrieved documents;
– fn, or false negative: the number of documents in the target group which were not
retrieved;
– tn, or true negative: the number of documents which were not retrieved and do not
belong to the target group;
– |r˜| : the total number of documents that were not retrieved; and,
– |g| : the total number of documents in the target group.
With the values in Table 3, we are able to obtain the following measures to eval-
uate the retrieval process:
– precision: the proportion of correctly retrieved documents, prec= tp|r| ;
– recall, or retrieval coverage: the proportion of retrieved documents which were
correctly retrieved and which were part of the target group, rec= tp|g| ; and,
– Fmeasure: the harmonic mean between precision and recall, Fmeasure = 2∗prec∗recprec+rec .
The ideal value for Fmeasure is 1 because, for that to happen, the values of both
precision and recall need to be 1.
We must highlight the cases where the results produce recall or precision equal
to zero. When this occurs, we are not calculating the Fmeasure; instead, we are assum-
ing the harmonic mean is equal to the arithmetic mean, that is, zero - because zero
documents were retrieved.
In order to experimentally evaluate the hierarchical clustering labeling methods,
these measures are calculated for all labeling methods, specific query expressions
(Q(Ls(ni))) associated to each specific node label (Ls(ni)) of the hierarchy and for
each generic query expression (Q(Lg(ni))) associated to each generic node label
(Lg(ni)).
3.4 Pairwise comparisons of the obtained retrieval quality measures
The experimental results for each query expression quality measure (m,m=“precision”,
“recall”,“F”) are tabled for specific and generic query expressions, along with the
number of the node (ni, i = 1, ...,o), the cluster labeling method used to construct
the node label (l, l =“MTWLraw”, “ICWLraw”,..., see Table 7) and the hierarchical
level number (h, h= 0,1, ...), in such a way that it is possible to generate its variance
model.
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We have sixteen different labeling methods, applied to hierarchical clusters. In
this case, the variance analysis has to be able of evaluating the differences among the
sixteen labeling methods, considering their effects over different levels of the hierar-
chy. To achieve a fair comparison, the total variance of a retrieval measure estimate
has to be decomposed considering all those factors. This variance decomposition can
be represented in this linear model (for details see (Searle, 1971)):
m̂(ni) = µˆ + hˆ + lˆ + εˆni (1)
– m̂(ni): estimated value for the retrieval measure in the ith node
– µˆ: estimated value for the general mean of the retrieval measure, considering the
all other variance components were statistically decomposed
– hˆ: estimated value for the hierarchical level component
– lˆ: estimated value for the labeling method component
– εˆni : estimated value of the model error component in the ith node, supposing it is
random
This model adjustment allows the estimation of the deviations of the retrieval
measure estimate ( ˆm(ni)) from its general mean (µˆ). It is important to note that each
variance component has some different subcomponents. For example, the variance
component from lˆ is divided into sixteen subcomponents. The model adjustment
can be obtained for a large number of statistical programs 2. After the adjustment,
we can analyze the importance of each subcomponent of the variance component
through multiple mean comparisons. We are using one strong statistical multiple
mean test, implemented in almost all the statistical software products - the SNK
(Student-Newman-Keuls) test.
In Table 4, we have to understand each labeling method effect (lˆ1, lˆ2, lˆ3, lˆ4, ...)
as the subcomponent of the variance component of the estimated labeling method
lˆ. In other words, the labeling method causes a deviation in the estimated retrieval
measure (m̂(ni)). In Table 4, the variance deviation importances are grouped into
a,b,c, ... groups. That is, the variance importance of the labeling methods lˆ1 and lˆ2
(in a group) is statistically stronger than the lˆ3 (in b group) and they are stronger than
lˆ4 and lˆ5 (in c group), etc. In other words, the contributions of labeling methods lˆ1
and lˆ2 (in a group) to the m̂(ni) are stronger than lˆ3 contributions (in b group), etc.
Besides, the labeling methods in the same group have statistically the same deviation
importance over the (m̂(ni)) estimation. Furthermore, in Table 4, we have the measure
estimate (m̂(ni)) according to the adjusted model, that is, using the total error variance
(V̂r(E))3, its degrees of freedom (d fr) and a 5% p-value (α).
In the same way, we can make multiple comparisons of means among the variance
components through hierarchical levels (m̂(h)) over the measure estimate (m̂(ni)),
according to the adjusted model
2 For this paper we are using the general linear model from SOC, available on http://repositorio.
agrolivre.gov.br/.
3 The total error variance is the general mean error variance.
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Table 4 SNK - Multiple comparison of the mean values of the labeling method effects over m̂(ni).
d fr = ..., V̂r(E)=..., α=0.05
e f f ect m̂(l) mean groups o f the e f f ects
l1 m̂(l1) a
l2 m̂(l2) a
l3 m̂(l3) b
l4 m̂(l4) c
l5 m̂(l5) c
... ... ...
Finally, assuming the level effects are in different mean groups of the effects, it is
interesting to evaluate the retrieval measures of each cluster labeling method among
the hierarchical level effects. To achieve this comparison, we can use other general
linear model, isolating the hierarchical effects. Thus, we can adjust the following
general linear model:
m̂(h) = µˆ + hˆ + εˆh (2)
– m̂(h): estimated value for the retrieval measure in each h level
– µˆ: estimated value for the general mean of the retrieval measure in the h level
– hˆ: estimated value for the hierarchical level effect over the retrieval measure esti-
mate
– εˆh: estimated value of the model error in the h level
With this adjusted model, for each hierarchical level effect, we can achieve the
multiple mean comparisons among hierarchical levels. Although we have all the
mean measures for each hierarchical level, the ranking of the level effects may not re-
flect the level sequence. In this case, to get a better idea of the effects over the levels,
it is useful to plot the mean estimates in graphics m̂(hk)×hk,∀k level.
3.5 Label interpretability evaluation
In this evaluation, we are interested in the quality of the obtained labels through
coherence or interpretability. Firstly it is assumed that the obtained labels reflect
the topic of the group, that is the subject of the documents in the group. Newman
et al (2010) propose a topic evaluation which they claim to agree with human inter-
pretability. In the proposed evaluation, a set of terms selected as a topic is rated for a
coherence measure using a reference collection. The coherence measure is estimated
through the pointwise mutual information (PMI) between two different words. Lau
et al (2014) explored tasks of automatic evaluation for single topics and they showed
that the observed coherence measure was able to emulate human performance. In
addition to that, they improved the Newman formulation based on the normalized
PMI (NPMI). The NPMI reduces the bias for PMI towards low frequency words
and provides a standardized range ([−1,1]) for the calculated values. Besides, NPMI
presented the best correlation values to human judgment in the experiments of Lau
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et al (2014). Therefore, in this paper we chose the coherence measure based on the
pointwise mutual information between a pair (ak1 ,ak2) in a L(ni), using the NPMI
presented by Lau et al (2014)
OC-NPMI(L(ni)) =
P
∑
k1=2
k1−1
∑
k2=1
log
(
Prob(ak1 ,ak2 )
Prob(ak1 )×Prob(ak2 )
)
− log(Prob(ak1 ,ak2))
where, Prob is the probability function, and for each L(ni) all pairs of the P top ranked
attributes have their observed coherence (OC) calculated. That is, to calculate the
observed co-occurrence as an estimate of the coherence through the NPMI, we use
the observed frequencies of the attributes in the reference collection. The terms are
taken in pairs and then their co-occurrences in the collection are calculated, always
considering a sliding window of a predefined number of words. In this paper, the
reference collections were the Wikipedia in English (Version date: Aug 5th, 2013)
and in Portuguese (Version date: Sep 2nd, 2013). The coherence estimates were cal-
culated using the topic-interpretability toolkit4. Moreover, we considered the sliding
window size as each single text, because the number of single texts in both reference
collections are statiscally large. Thus, the results of each cluster labeling methods
were submitted to the observed coherence calculation.
Consider the example in Figure 7 in which Method 1 and Method 2 are differ-
ent cluster labeling methods applied to copies of a H. Performing a purely subjective
analysis of the obtained labels, on average the Method 2 seems to select more con-
sistent labels. Although, the L(n6) and L(n7) of Method 2 has specific terms (GIS
and orange), which has undermined their interpretation. It should be noted that the
OC−NPMI calculated for each label reflects all these subjective observations - see
Figure 7. Additionally, in this work we considered all labels with a unique term have
the average measure of OC−NPMI - zero value.
Method 1 Method 2 
... L(n1) = {agriculture} 
OC-NPMI(L(n1)) = 0,00  
L(n2) = Ø 
OC-NPMI(L(n2)) is undefined 
L(n4) = {technological, process} 
OC-NPMI(L(n4)) = 0,37 
L(n5) = {geoprocessing} 
OC-NPMI(L(n5)) = 0,00 
L(n3) = Ø 
OC-NPMI(L(n3)) is undefined 
L(n8) = {drought} 
OC-NPMI(L(n8)) = 0,00 
 
L(n9) = {desertification} 
OC-NPMI(L(n9)) = 0,00 
L(n6) = {mechanic, harvesting} 
OC-NPMI(L(n6)) = 0,22 
L(n7) = {climate, water} 
OC-NPMI(L(n7)) = 0,36 
... L(n1) = {agribusiness, economy} 
OC-NPMI(L(n1)) = 0,35 
L(n2) = {technology, process} 
OC-NPMI(L(n2)) = 0,37 
L(n4) = {management, process} 
OC-NPMI(L(n4)) = 0,29  
L(n5) = {image, latitude, longitude} 
OC-NPMI(L(n5)) = 0,39 
L(n3) = {production, culture} 
OC-NPMI(L(n3)) = 0,24 
L(n8) = {Florida, California} 
OC-NPMI(L(n8)) = 0,26 
 
L(n9) = {desertification, farm} 
OC-NPMI(L(n9)) = 0,25 
L(n6) = {mechanic, harvesting, GIS} 
OC-NPMI(L(n6)) = 0,17 
L(n7) = {climate, change, orange} 
OC-NPMI(L(n7)) = 0,23 
Fig. 7 An example of two different labeling method results and the observed coherence of their labels
4 Available on https://github.com/jhlau/topic interpretability/.
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As the number of labels is usually huge, we are assuming that the labels in the
upper quartile of the coherence values are the most interesting. Also, we can use
the observed coherence value which selects the best 25% of nodes to compare label
coherence among the cluster labeling methods.
Additionally, it is a condicio sine qua non to apply the same information extrac-
tion process used in the preprocessing of the text collections to the reference collec-
tion, before the calculation of the coherence measures to each word pair. In this way,
each attribute matches a word in the reference collection.
4 Experimental set up
We selected five text collections on which to apply the comparison methodology. All
the text collections were submitted to the same data standardization process and then
to the different labeling methods. Then, the proposed comparison methodology was
applied to compare the topics produced by each method.
We assumed the preprocessing results summarized in Table 5. The first, second
and third text collections correspond to complete articles, in English, about chem-
istry, computer science and physics. The fourth text collection corresponds to articles
in Portuguese from the Second IFM Assembly (IFM)5. The second column in Table
5 corresponds to the number of documents in each text collection6. Additionally, to
provide a blueprint of robustness of our proposed methodology in a big data sce-
nario, we carried out an experiment with the Pubmed-Cancer text collection (Rossi
et al, 2013). It is composed by abstracts of scientific articles about 12 types of cancer
extracted from Pubmed7. In the third column of Table 5 there is the number of 1-
gram attributes obtained from each text collection, for which the language stopwords
were dropped (such as articles, interjections, numbers, etc.) and the Porter stemming
process was applied (Porter, 1997)8. In the fourth column there is Salton’s d f filter;
which considers d f as the document frequency of each attribute. Salton demonstrated
that it is enough to use only the attributes which are present in at least 1% and 10% of
the documents (Salton et al, 1975). Finally, in the last column, there is the cardinality
of the attribute set A, which is how many attributes were used for each text collection.
Table 5 Number of documents and attributes in the text collections.
text collection #docs #1-grams Salton’s DF filter card(A)
Chemistry 328 49090 3≤ d f ≤ 33 9864
Computer Science 335 35855 3≤ d f ≤ 34 5955
Physics 321 35447 3≤ d f ≤ 32 6425
IFM 385 33058 4≤ d f ≤ 39 8509
PubMed-Cancer 65991 53443 660≤ d f ≤ 6599 1168
5 Instituto Fa´brica do Mileˆnio, IFM, is a Brazilian organization whose actions focus on solutions for
the manufacturing industry.
6 The first four text collections can be accessed from the author’s project website: http://sites.
labic.icmc.usp.br/toptax/.
7 Available on http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed.
8 Available for Pretext2 tool, on http://www.labic.icmc.usp.br/pretext2/.
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After the preprocessing task, the text collections were represented in an attribute-
value matrix, with each document in a line and the A set in the columns. To index the
attributes into the documents, we used the term frequency measure (t f ). The first four
attribute-value matrices was submitted to the same clustering algorithm. We chose the
average linkage algorithm because it is agglomerative, which is recommended for
small text collections, and because it generally has the best performance among the
agglomerative algorithms (Zhao et al, 2005) with the cosine similarity measure; also,
the R9 implementation was used. On the other hand, the attribute-value matrix from
PubMed-Cancer collection was submitted to the bisecting K-means cluster method10
to extract its hierarchical structure. In this case, the bisecting k-means was more ap-
propriated than the average, because of the document text dimension (Steinbach et al,
2000).
Table 6 Balance of resulting dendrogram according to the text collection.
balanced unbalanced
text collection Physics Chemistry
Computer IFM
PubMed-Cancer
We did not apply any pruning or smoothing process on the obtained hierarchies.
Consequently, there were balanced and unbalanced hierarchies, as summarized in
Table 6. These effects were useful to the evaluation of results, as those hierarchies
were submitted to the sixteen different cluster labeling methods and the proposed
statistical evaluation.
5 Results and Discussion
In the Table 7, the cluster labeling methods used in this experiment are divided into
two classes: cluster reference collection, and global reference collection. This classi-
fication’s goal is to identify the methods which use a local cluster reference collection
or the complete reference collection to aid in the labeling ranking. In the cluster refer-
ence collection methods, the ranking of labels in each cluster is defined based on the
weight of the label in the cluster or in the direct parent cluster. The global reference
collection methods include the weight of labels in the ancestors, descendants or in
the text collection in some way to affect the labeling ranking.
Firstly, in this section, we present the multiple mean comparisons among the
methods and hierarchical levels, using the specific and the generic search queries.
Then, we make a careful analysis of the retrieval results among the hierarchical lev-
els for each text collection. Additionally, the method’s analysis is complemented by
the observed coherence values of the obtained topics. Finally, there is a discussion on
the data standardization and some methodology future work.
9 The R project for statistical community, on http://www.r-project.org/.
10 Available on http://sites.labic.icmc.usp.br/torch/msd2011/tophclust/.
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Table 7 Label selection methods used in the experiment.
Cluster reference collection
name category
MTWLraw frequency based
ICWLraw frequency based
RCLχ2 probabilistic
RCLJSD probabilistic
CFLeaveOneOut probabilistic
Global reference collection
name category
HierMTWLraw frequency based
MTWLid f frequency based
HierMTWLid f frequency based
ICWLid f frequency based
HierICWLraw frequency based
HierICWLid f frequency based
Popescul&Ungar probabilistic
RLUM probabilistic
HierRCLχ2 probabilistic
HierRCLJSD probabilistic
CFAverage probabilistic
5.1 Retrieval measure variance results between methods
The results in this section are from the use of the topics (label sets) as query ex-
pressions. We simulate the retrieval process in two steps, using the Q(Ls) and Q(Lg)
for the resulting topics of each labeling method, and calculate the F measure for the
retrieval results (as proposed in section 3.3). We are assuming that the F measure
is enough to observe the general results, because it is the harmonic mean of preci-
sion and recall. Then we can compare the F measure means for each method through
multiple mean comparisons, as explained in section 3.4.
The F measure adjusted means presented in Table 8 were calculated from the
retrieval results, using the specific query expressions (Q(Ls)) as specified in Section
3.4. We can observe from one to three mean groups of F measure means. However,
the means are very close, because the deviations are very small (V̂ (E)). Besides, a
more detailed analysis of the results revealed that the F measure means have very
small values because of big recall values (close to one) and very small precision
values (close to zero).
Using specific query expressions (Q(Ls)), as illustrated in Table 8, the methods
ICWLid f and MTWLid f are always in the first mean group and they use a weight
which combines a local and a global “idf”. They are followed by the methods which
use the cluster reference collection to aid label ranking and by the method proposed
by Popescul&Ungar. On the other hand, other methods present in the a group use
global reference collection to aid in label selection. We must note that the IFM col-
lection, which has an unbalanced hierarchy, has only one mean group, that is, its
results are not conclusive. For the Physics and Computer collections, methods such
as RLUM, CFAverage and HierRCLJSD are more distant from the others. Even so,
we can observe that there are no significant differences among the evaluated clus-
ter labeling methods using the specific labels as query expressions. Statistically, they
obtain similar results. We must note that a similar behavior is presented from the
biggest text collection using specific label queries (Q(Ls)), in Table 10. We can ob-
serve that MTWLid f and ICWLid f are also among the first mean group. Although
Popescul&Ungar had a little F value improvement.
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Table 8 Multiple mean comparisons for specific label queries (Q(Ls)) - by methods.
F measure
Chemistry Computer
(df=10412, V̂ (E)=0.0089, α=0.05) (df=10667, V̂ (E)=0.0046, α=0.05)
method est.mean group
ICWLid f 0.086439 a
MTWLid f 0.084654 a
Popescul&Ungar 0.083800 a b
CFLeaveOneOut 0.078840 a b c
RCLχ2 0.078010 a b c
RCLJSD 0.077866 a b c
ICWLraw 0.076486 a b c
MTWLraw 0.075543 a b c
HierRCLχ2 0.073744 a b c
HierMTWLid f 0.072061 a b c
HierICWLid f 0.072061 a b c
HierRCLJSD 0.071603 a b c
HierICWLraw 0.070280 a b c
HierMTWLraw 0.069155 a b c
CFAverage 0.066830 b c
RLUM 0.065548 b c
method est.mean group
ICWLid f 0.081279 a
MTWLid f 0.080996 a
Popescul&Ungar 0.077207 a b
CFLeaveOneOut 0.075540 a b
MTWLraw 0.073650 a b
ICWLraw 0.073599 a b
RCLχ2 0.073307 a b
RCLJSD 0.073307 a b
HierRCLχ2 0.071953 a b c
HierMTWLid f 0.071151 a b c
HierICWLid f 0.071151 a b c
HierICWLraw 0.069411 a b c
HierMTWLraw 0.068416 b c
HierRCLJSD 0.066918 b c
CFAverage 0.065866 b c
RLUM 0.061223 c
IFM Physics
(df=11980, V̂ (E)=0.0089, α=0.05) (df=10217, V̂ (E)=0.0075, α=0.05)
method est.mean group
ICWLid f 0.088404 a
Popescul&Ungar 0.086099 a
MTWLid f 0.085376 a
RCLJSD 0.080887 a
RCLχ2 0.080877 a
ICWLraw 0.080267 a
MTWLraw 0.079389 a
HierICWLid f 0.078862 a
HierMTWLid f 0.078862 a
RLUM 0.076586 a
HierICWLraw 0.076530 a
HierRCLχ2 0.075677 a
CFAverage 0.075535 a
HierMTWLraw 0.075505 a
CFLeaveOneOut 0.074748 a
HierRCLJSD 0.072860 a
method est.mean group
ICWLid f 0.090611 a
MTWLid f 0.089944 a
Popescul&Ungar 0.083274 a b
RCLχ2 0.080830 a b c
RCLJSD 0.080720 a b c
HierICWLid f 0.079910 a b c
HierMTWLid f 0.079910 a b c
ICWLraw 0.079553 a b c
MTWLraw 0.079213 a b c
HierICWLraw 0.077328 a b c
HierRCLχ2 0.077200 a b c
CFLeaveOneOut 0.076857 a b c
HierMTWLraw 0.076373 a b c
CFAverage 0.073346 b c
HierRCLJSD 0.073105 b c
RLUM 0.066891 c
Ainda, apo´s a ana´lise apresentada dos resultados da specific query expressions
(Q(Ls)) evaluation, pode-se observar que os me´todos que priorizam a selec¸a˜o de ter-
mos especı´ficos para cada grupo, visando diferenciar o grupo pai do grupo filho por
esses termos, acabam se destacando. Assim, a avaliac¸a˜o de specific query expressions
(Q(Ls)) permite a avaliac¸a˜o e escolha de me´todos de selec¸a˜o de descritores quando
as caracterı´sticas desejadas forem a de selec¸a˜o de termos especı´ficos por grupo con-
siderando a hierarquia “localmente” (local = olha apenas a relac¸a˜o pai-filho).
We are assuming that generic labels interpreted as search queries (Q(Lg)) are
able to represent the hierarchical relations among the clusters. The obtained results
are presented in Table 9. The methods which rank the attributes with χ2 and JSD,
based on a cluster reference collection, have the best F measure mean values for
all text collections. However, for Computer and Physics text collections, there are
methods which use global reference collection in the “a” mean group, as HierRCLχ2,
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Table 9 Multiple mean comparisons for generic label queries (Q(Lg)) - by methods.
F measure
Chemistry Computer
(df=10412, V̂ (E)=0.0248, α=0.05) (df=10667, V̂ (E)=0.0280, α=0.05)
method est.mean group
RCLχ2 0.138999 a
RCLJSD 0.138786 a
RLUM 0.117675 b
HierRCLχ2 0.108708 b c
MTWLraw 0.098216 b c d
MTWLid f 0.089902 c d e
HierICWLraw 0.087184 c d e
HierMTWLraw 0.077192 d e f
ICWLraw 0.071710 e f g
ICWLid f 0.064186 f g
Popescul&Ungar 0.062783 f g
HierICWLid f 0.052160 g h
HierMTWLid f 0.052160 g h
HierRCLJSD 0.038240 h
CFLeaveOneOut 0.034680 h
CFAverage 0.029731 h
method est.mean group
HierRCLχ2 0.127758 a
MTWLid f 0.115792 a b
MTWLraw 0.111198 a b c
RLUM 0.107608 a b c
RCLχ2 0.104528 a b c d
RCLJSD 0.104528 a b c d
ICWLid f 0.102517 a b c d
HierICWLraw 0.096039 b c d e
Popescul&Ungar 0.089642 b c d e
HierMTWLraw 0.088041 b c d e
ICWLraw 0.085584 c d e
CFAverage 0.078762 d e
HierRCLJSD 0.070343 e
HierMTWLid f 0.068618 e
HierICWLid f 0.068618 e
CFLeaveOneOut 0.044474 f
IFM Physics
(df=11980, V̂ (E)=0.0401, α=0.05) (df=10217, V̂ (E)=0.0295, α=0.05)
method est.mean group
RCLJSD 0.288323 a
RCLχ2 0.288323 a
RLUM 0.142031 b
HierRCLJSD 0.100995 c
Popescul&Ungar 0.099465 c
HierRCLχ2 0.091832 c
MTWLid f 0.084198 c d
MTWLraw 0.081345 c d
ICWLid f 0.073422 c d
HierMTWLraw 0.072081 c d
ICWLraw 0.071838 c d
HierICWLraw 0.071358 c d
CFLeaveOneOut 0.056609 d e
HierMTWLid f 0.036630 e f
HierICWLid f 0.036630 e f
CFAverage 0.025167 f
method est.mean group
RCLJSD 0.129316 a
RCLχ2 0.128909 a
RLUM 0.121768 a b
HierRCLχ2 0.119685 a b
MTWLid f 0.113828 a b c
MTWLraw 0.101872 b c d
ICWLid f 0.099402 b c d
Popescul&Ungar 0.098935 b c d
ICWLraw 0.094610 b c d
HierICWLraw 0.094196 b c d
HierMTWLraw 0.089644 c d
HierICWLid f 0.079105 d e
HierMTWLid f 0.079105 d e
HierRCLJSD 0.062467 e
CFLeaveOneOut 0.042974 f
CFAverage 0.039063 f
RLUM and the MTWLid f . Besides, for the Computer collection, the MTWLraw is
also in the “a” mean group. These results provided some evidence that the simplest
methods, which rank the attributes by χ2 or JSD, are sufficient to describe a topic
hierarchy with some advantage over the MTWLraw (most frequent). On the other
hand, for the biggest text collection, which results are presented in Table 10, only
Popescul&Ungar, among the methods which rank the attributes with χ2, is in the first
mean group. The second mean group, composed by MTWLid f and CFAverage, also
uses the global reference collection in the ranking function. Finally,CFLeaveOneOut
had a better performance for PubMed-Cancer than for the small text collections. In
this way, there is an evidence that for a big text collection it is better to use methods
which consider the global reference collection. Additionally, only the MTWLid f had
the same behavior in a small and in a big text collection.
Ainda, essa ana´lise tambe´m reforc¸a as caracterı´sticas propostas da avaliac¸a˜o de
generic query expressions (Q(Lg)), isto e´, priorizando os me´todos de selec¸a˜o de de-
scritores que tratam o problema considerando a hierarquia “globalmente” (global =
olha mais de um nı´vel)
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Table 10 Multiple mean comparisons for Pubmed-Cancer text collection - by methods.
F measure
Specific label queries Generic label queries
(df=2111398, V̂ (E)=0.0000, α=0.05) (df=2111398, V̂ (E)=0.0001, α=0.05)
method est.mean group
Popescul&Ungar 0.000992 a
MTWLid f 0.000898 b
ICWLid f 0.000869 c
CFLeaveOneOut 0.000852 c
HierMTWLid f 0.000775 d
HierICWLid f 0.000760 d
CFAverage 0.000732 e
MTWLraw 0.000687 f
ICWLraw 0.000686 f
HierICWLraw 0.000674 f
HierRCLχ2 0.000669 f
HierMTWLraw 0.000668 f
RLUM 0.000631 g
RCLχ2 0.000502 h
RCLJSD 0.000476 i
HierRCLJSD 0.000455 i
method est.mean group
Popescul&Ungar 0.002377 a
CFAverage 0.002257 b
MTWLid f 0.002245 b
CFLeaveOneOut 0.002146 c
ICWLid f 0.002007 d
HierRCLχ2 0.001874 e
ICWLraw 0.001356 f
MTWLraw 0.001327 f
HierICWLraw 0.001245 g
HierMTWLraw 0.001212 g
HierICWLid f 0.001199 g
RLUM 0.001185 g
HierMTWLid f 0.000953 h
RCLχ2 0.000441 i
HierRCLJSD 0.000412 i
RCLJSD 0.000320 j
5.2 Results of retrieval measure variances among the hierarchical levels
It is interesting to evaluate each cluster labeling method among the hierarchical ef-
fects aiming to understand how the level effects are in different mean groups. In
section 3.4, there is an explanation about how to get those values.
The level effects can be observed in the graphics constructed for each text collec-
tion and cluster labeling method using the calculated values for F measures resulting
from Q(Ls) and Q(Lg). We focused on the methods which had the best F measures in
Table 9. These methods are being considered the most interesting, because they seem
to have selected the best generic labels (Lg).
Firstly, let us observe the results for the methods RCLχ2 and HierRCLχ2 in Fig-
ures 8 and 9. For the Chemistry collection in Figure 8, we can observe the behavior
of the RCLχ2 method versus the HierRCLχ2. The behavior of RCLχ2 was better
in the multiple mean comparison but, when using the “Hier” weight with Q(Ls) or
Q(Lg), the F curve has a smoother behavior and the most specific information can be
captured. Consequently, the F measure means are better when using only the cluster
reference collection, but the results are improved when adding the global collection
reference effects.
In Figures 10 and 11, the F values for the methods MTWLraw and MTWLid f , us-
ing Q(Ls) and Q(Lg), are illustrated. We can note the proximity of the F values from
the methods in the Computer collection (Figure 11 ), which has a more balanced hi-
erarchy. Besides, we obtain better results using Q(Ls) for the Chemistry collection
(Figure 10), which can be due to the greater independence among the groups. These
observations offer evidence that the MTWLraw method is very efficient for flat clus-
ters, but not so good at capturing the topic hierarchical relations. Nevertheless, there
is a slightly better performance for the methods from the middle to the leaves of the
hierarchy using Q(Lg). Furthermore, in Figure 10(A) and 10(B), we can notice that
the F curve for Q(Ls) is very similar to the correspondent curve in Figure 8(A) and
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Fig. 8 Chemistry collection - Q(Ls) and Q(Lg) in hierarchical levels - RCLχ2 and HierRCLχ2methods.
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Fig. 9 Computer collection - Q(Ls) and Q(Lg) in hierarchical levels - RCLχ2 and HierRCLχ2 methods.
Figure 8(B). That is, the RCLχ2 and MTWLraw had a very similar behavior when
using Q(Ls). On the other hand, we must note that in the generic case, using Q(Lg),
Figure 10(B), MTWLid f had a worse performance than HierRCLχ2 (with Q(Lg) in
Figure 10(B)).
In Figures 12 and 13, the F values for the methods RCLJSD and RLUM, using
Q(Ls) and Q(Lg), are illustrated. We must note that the behavior of RCLJSD is al-
most the same as that of RCLχ2 (Figures 8(A) and 9(A)), for both text collections.
Moreover, RCLJSD and RCLχ2 fail at capturing the information close to the leaves,
that is, the most specific information in the topic hierarchy, when using the generic
query (Q(Lg)). Also, we must note that the RLUM method has the same behavior in
both text collections. In comparison to the other methods, RLUM has a good perfor-
mance in capturing both the most generic and the most specific information (using
Q(Lg)). However, the RCLJSD got the best F values.
As we could observe, the level effects for different methods are in different mean
groups - Tables ?? and ??. Moreover, this difference is clear when using Q(Lg).
Besides, we could note that the “Hier” weights and the constructed methods based on
the global reference collection seem to have a smooth F curve. Thus, it is interesting
to compare these methods with their versions which were based on the local reference
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Fig. 10 Chemistry collection - Q(Ls) and Q(Lg) in hierarchical levels - MTWLraw and MTWLid f meth-
ods.
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Fig. 11 Computer collection - Q(Ls) and Q(Lg) in hierarchical levels - MTWLraw and MTWLid f meth-
ods.
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Fig. 12 Chemistry collection - Q(Ls) and Q(Lg) in hierarchical levels - RCLJSD and RLUM methods.
collection or with methods constructed in a similar manner - such as Popescul&Ungar
and RLUM, for example.
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Fig. 13 Computer collection - Q(Ls) and Q(Lg) in hierarchical levels - RCLJSD and RLUM methods.
The F values illustrated in Figure 14 correspond to the retrieval results using
Q(Lg) from methods Popescul&Ungar and RLUM, and for IFM and Physics collec-
tions. We must note that RLUM has the best values on the top and leaves of the topic
hierarchies. Moreover, RLUM had some better results from the middle to the leaves
of the topic hierarchy for IFM, which has an unbalanced hierarchy. On the other hand,
Popescul&Ungar had some better F values in the middle of the topic hierarchy for
the Physics collection, with a more balanced dendrogram. Generally speaking, both
methods have a smooth performance and, statistically, RLUM had better results.
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Fig. 14 IFM and Physics collections - Q(Lg) - RLUM and Popescul&Ungar methods.
The F values illustrated in Figure 15 are calculated from the retrieval results using
Q(Lg) from methods CFAverage and CFLeaveOneOut for IFM and Physics collec-
tions. We must note that the label sets selected by both methods seem to be good until
the middle of the hierarchy. From the middle to the leaves they fail at retrieving the
information or they have some isolated high values. These methods were designed
for short hierarchies to improve the hyperbolic visualization, and they actually seem
to be better in the high levels. However, CFLeaveOneOut has some better results than
CFAverage.
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Fig. 15 IFM and Physics collections - Q(Lg) - CFAverage and CFLeaveOneOut methods.
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Fig. 16 IFM collection - Q(Lg) - HierICWLid f , ICWLid f , HierICWLraw and ICWLraw methods.
The F values in Figure 16 were obtained from the retrieval results using Q(Lg)
from methods HierICWLid f , ICWLid f , HierICWLraw and ICWLraw for the IFM col-
lection. We must note that the “Hier” weight was not significant in both graphics, and
that the same effect was observed in the other text collections. In fact, the differences
are in the root and in the leaf nodes. That is, there is no observed difference when
using the “Hier” weights with ICWLid f or ICWLraw in our experiments.
In Figures 17 and 18 we can observe the F values for the retrieval results using
Q(Lg) from methods HierRCLχ2, RCLχ2, HierRCLJSD and RCLJSD for IFM and
Physics collections. These methods presented different behaviors for balanced and
unbalanced hierarchies. On the other hand, the RCLJSD and RCLχ2 had very simi-
lar values for the IFM and Physics collections. Furthermore, it is interesting to note
that the “Hier” weight was good for the RCLχ2 for the Physics collection, with a
better performance close to the leaves. However, this behavior is not true in the other
collections or methods. That is, the “Hier” weight, when applied in a balanced hi-
erarchy, tends to be better at capturing the more specific information as well as the
more general information. This could be observed in Figure 9 too, for the Computer
collection.
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Fig. 17 IFM collection - Q(Lg) - HierRCLχ2, RCLχ2, HierRCLJSD and RCLJSD methods.
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Fig. 18 Physics collection - Q(Lg) - HierRCLχ2, RCLχ2, HierRCLJSD and RCLJSD methods.
In Figure 19 we can observe the F values for the retrieval results using Q(Lg)
from methods HierMTWLid f and MTWLid f for Physics and IFM collections. The
F values in the balanced hierarchy, Physics, were not so influenced by the “Hier”
weight. However, for the IFM collection, which has an unbalanced hierarchy, the
behavior of the values influenced by the “Hier” weight is clear close to the leaves.
For all text collections in this experiment, MTWLid f had a better performance than
the HierMTWLid f .
Again, we observed that the behavior of the methods MTWLraw and HierMTWLraw
was very similar. Thus, the MTWLraw method is very stable.
Finally, Figures 20, 21, 22 and 23 present an overview of results among hierar-
chical levels grouping methods with similar weight schemes for PubMed-Cancer text
collection. In Figure 20(A), we can observe that RLUM presents a faster decreasing
in the F values than Popescul&Ungar. Besides, the CFAverage and CFLeaveOneOut
in Figure 20(B) did not present more differences than in the small text collections - for
example, in Figure 15(B). Although the F value behaviors to Popescul&Ungar and
CFLeaveOneOut had some improvement in Table 10. In Figure 21, there were some
little differences comparing to the small text collections. The RCLJSD or RCLχ2
with “Hier” weight had some advantages in the higher levels of the hierarchy. Al-
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Fig. 19 IFM and Physics collections - Q(Lg) - HierMTWLid f and MTWLid f methods.
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Fig. 20 Q(Lg) - RLUM, Popescul&Ungar, CFAverage and CFLeaveOneOut methods.
though, in the small collections, the RCLJSD and RCLχ2 ranking for the label se-
lections had better results than calculated with the “Hier” weight. Figure 22 presents
the results for ICWL or MTWL schemes with “idf” and “Hier” weights. For these
weights the behavior is very similar to that in the smaller text collections, although
the curves are smoother. In Figure 23, without the “idf” weights from the methods
presented in Figure 22, we can observe that the cluster labeling methods kept the
behavior presented in the small text collections. Additionally, in Figure 22, we can
observe that the “Hier” weight did not make a difference.
5.3 Topic coherence evaluation
In this section, we present the results obtained for the observed coherence of the
topics. Each topic corresponds to a label set of a node (L(ni)) which was obtained
from one cluster labeling method. The observed coherence values were calculated
from the normalized pointwise mutual information (NPMI) among the attribute pairs
in a label set against the combination of the word pairs in a reference corpus - as
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Fig. 21 Q(Lg) - RCLχ2, HierRCLχ2, RCLJSD and HierRCLJSD methods.
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Fig. 22 Q(Lg) - MTWLid f , HierMTWLid f , ICWLid f and HierICWLid f methods.
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Fig. 23 Q(Lg) - MTWLraw, HierMTWLraw, ICWLraw and HierICWLraw methods.
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Table 11 Comparison of methods order by upper quartile value of Coherence.
Observed Coherence
Chemistry Computer
method upper quartile maximum value
HierICWLraw 0.08 0.29
HierMTWLraw 0.08 0.29
HierICWLid f 0.07 0.32
HierMTWLid f 0.07 0.32
MTWLraw 0.07 0.26
ICWLraw 0.07 0.25
CFAverage 0.07 0.22
HierRCLχ2 0.06 0.23
ICWLid f 0.06 0.18
MTWLid f 0.06 0.17
RLUM 0.05 0.22
HierRCLJSD 0.05 0.20
RCLχ2 0.05 0.19
RCLJSD 0.05 0.19
Popescul&Ungar 0.04 0.22
CFLeaveOneOut 0.04 0.19
method upper quartile maximum value
HierICWLid f 0.05 0.20
HierICWLraw 0.05 0.20
HierMTWLid f 0.05 0.20
HierMTWLraw 0.05 0.18
ICWLid f 0.04 0.21
MTWLid f 0.04 0.21
ICWLraw 0.04 0.17
HierRCLχ2 0.04 0.16
CFAverage 0.04 0.15
MTWLraw 0.04 0.15
RLUM 0.03 0.28
Popescul&Ungar 0.03 0.18
RCLχ2 0.03 0.16
RCLJSD 0.03 0.16
HierRCLJSD 0.03 0.12
CFLeaveOneOut 0.02 0.15
IFM Physics
method upper quartile maximum value
HierICWLraw 0.03 0.13
HierMTWLraw 0.03 0.13
CFAverage 0.02 0.11
HierICWLid f 0.02 0.14
HierMTWLid f 0.02 0.14
HierRCLχ2 0.02 0.2
HierRCLJSD 0.02 0.10
ICWLid f 0.02 0.09
ICWLraw 0.02 0.11
MTWLid f 0.02 0.09
MTWLraw 0.02 0.09
RCLχ2 0.02 0.27
RCLJSD 0.02 0.27
Popescul&Ungar 0.015 0.11
CFLeaveOneOut 0.01 0.11
RLUM 0.01 0.27
method upper quartile maximum value
HierICWLid f 0.09 0.25
HierICWLraw 0.09 0.26
HierMTWLid f 0.09 0.25
HierMTWLraw 0.08 0.24
ICWLraw 0.07 0.28
MTWLraw 0.07 0.28
CFAverage 0.06 0.28
HierRCLχ2 0.06 0.23
ICWLid f 0.06 0.27
MTWLid f 0.06 0.27
HierRCLJSD 0.05 0.23
Popescul&Ungar 0.05 0.22
CFLeaveOneOut 0.04 0.28
RCLχ2 0.04 0.21
RCLJSD 0.04 0.21
RLUM 0.04 0.28
explained in section 3.5. In Table 11, we can observe the upper quartile and maximum
values of the observed coherence.
First of all, let us take a look into the results for the collections Computer, Physics
and Chemistry. In Table 11, we can observed that that the cluster labeling methods
HierMTWLid f , HierMTWLraw, HierICWLraw and HierICWLid f had the best ob-
served coherence values. Apparently, the “Hier” weights were able to reflect some
hierarchical context information, which helped the selection of more coherent la-
bels. On a second group of observed coherence values, we find the methods based
on frequency and χ2 rankings, that is MTWLraw, ICWLraw, ICWLid f and MTWLid f
as well as the CFAverage and the HierRCLχ2. The behavior of HierRCLχ2 can be
an evidence that the χ2 rankings were stronger than the “Hier” weights. We must
highlight that the major part of the maximum values for the Physics collection is
in this group. The third group also has a “Hier” weighted method (HierRCLJSD),
some methods based on JSD and χ2 rankings, as well as RLUM, Popescul&Ungar
and CFLeaveOneOut. Thus, there is evidence that the “Hier” weight did not bring
a significant difference to the observed coherence values of RCLJSD. RLUM and
Popescul&Ungar are cluster labeling methods which result in a significant difference
among the specific and generic topic labels. In this case, the labels have non-repeated
and fewer attributes than the other cluster labeling methods, which could be the cause
of low coherence values. On the other hand, RLUM had the best maximum coherence
value for Computer and Physics. Another important observation is that the CFAver-
age had better coherence values than CFLeaveOneOut for all text collections.
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Table 12 Comparison of Observed Coherence values for Pubmed-Cancer text collection order by upper
quartile value.
Observed Coherence
method upper quartile maximum value
HierICWLid f 0,12 0,41
HierMTWLid f 0,12 0,41
HierICWLraw 0,12 0,42
HierMTWLraw 0,12 0,40
MTWLraw 0,11 0,40
ICWLraw 0,11 0,40
HierRCLχ2 0,10 0,40
MTWLid f 0,10 0,38
RLUM 0,09 0,80
ICWLid f 0,09 0,41
CFAverage 0,08 0,35
HierRCLJSD 0,08 0,37
Popescul&Ungar 0,07 0,81
CFLeaveOneOut 0,07 0,42
RCLχ2 0,07 0,34
RCLJSD 0,07 0,34
The IFM text collection has an unbalanced dendrogram and had the worst topic
coherence values for all methods in comparison to the other text collections. Despite
those results, HierMTWLraw and HierICWLraw produced the best topic coherence
values. The largest maximum coherence values were produced by RCLχ2, RCLJSD
and RLUM. Still, the obtained values are not conclusive for this text collection.
Finally, Table 12 presents the upper quartile and maximum values of observed
coherence for the PubMed-Cancer text collection. Almost all of the method ob-
served coherence values had the same behavior as obtained before, except for RLUM
and Popescul&Ungar which had a little improvement. Although, RLUM and Popes-
cul&Ungar methods had the maximum coherence values in all experiments.
Due to the fact that the observed coherence was equivalent to a subjective evalua-
tion (Newman et al, 2010; Lau et al, 2014), it is possible to believe that the HierMTWLid f ,
HierMTWLraw, HierICWLraw and HierICWLid f cluster labeling methods had the
best performance regarding the coherence criterion.
6 Conclusion
Although there is a significant number of solutions for the production of good hi-
erarchical document clustering and for the extraction of topics from clusters, there
are few solutions for cluster labeling which consider the hierarchical relations among
the topics. In particular, there is a lack of experimental comparisons among them in
the literature. Thus, we propose an evaluation methodology that provides a standard
pattern to present and compare label selection methods for hierarchical document
clusters. Furthermore, the methodology encompasses two types of objective evalu-
ations. The first evaluation refers to the model ability to reflect the concept of term
propagation in a taxonomy when applied to a hierarchical topic. The second evalua-
tion analyzes the topic observed coherence, considering that we are also interested in
the interpretability of the selected label sets along the hierarchy.
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An important point is that there are many efficient and effective clustering so-
lutions, so it could be good to have a cluster labeling solution independent from
the clustering construction. Thus, we examined some labeling methods based on the
ranking of the attributes in each cluster such as the MTWLraw, a variation of it using
“idf” as weight, and some using the “JSD” and the χ2 statistics. Also, we used the
methods proposed by Lamirel et al (2008), which rank the attributes in a modified
form of the F measure calculation. These methods claim to be good for hypertree vi-
sualization, and they also claim to produce good specific and generic labels. Finally,
we used some methods especially constructed to consider the hierarchical relation-
ships among the topics, as proposed by Muhr et al (2010), Popescul and Ungar (2000)
and Moura and Rezende (2010). This last set of methods does not only rank the at-
tributes, but makes a specific hierarchical attribute selection in order to create a topic
hierarchy.
The results of the experimental comparison revealed that the labeling methods
which consider the hierarchical relations presented good results in both evaluations.
On the other hand, methods as simple as MTWLraw, those based on JSD or χ2,
also had good scores. Actually, the RLUM (Moura and Rezende, 2010) and Popes-
cul&Ungar (Popescul and Ungar, 2000) methods resulted in a stable behavior of the
Fmeasure values curve in all retrieval tests, even when the dendrogram was unbalanced.
Methods which use a hierarchical weight to select the label sets (Muhr et al, 2010)
cause a smoothing of the Fmeasure values curve in comparison to their version without
the hierarchical weights. However, these last results are better when the hierarchy
is almost balanced. On the other hand, methods based on the RCL strategy, that is,
considering only a local hierarchy, and those using JSD or χ2 to aid the label rank-
ing, always present the best mean values of Fmeasure. However, these methods are not
stable in all types of hierarchies. The methods proposed by (Lamirel et al, 2008) had
good results from the first to the middle levels of the hierarchy, as expected. These
methods were proposed to improve the hypertree visualization of the clusters, so they
had to be good for short hierarchies.
In the coherence evaluation there were some different results. The methods which
use a hierarchical weight (Muhr et al, 2010) presented the best values for the up-
per quartile, in comparison to the others. This can be evidence that the hierarchical
weight brings attributes to the label set which carries some context information, as
they claim. Thus, probably in a subjective evaluation, these methods could lead to
the best classifications. The other methods were divided into two other groups. In
the second group, there are methods based only on frequency or χ2, which seem to
be efficient at obtaining the maximum coherence values. Finally, the last group en-
compasses more radical methods, such as Popescul&Ungar e and RLUM, which pro-
duce very specific and very generic labels, without attribute replications. In the third
group, methods use JSD or the χ2 estimation to make decisions. Thus, the simple
frequencies combined with a hierarchical weight produced the most coherent topics
- HierMTWLid f , HierMTWLraw, HierICWLraw and HierICWLid f .
Considering the interpretability and the exploratory browsing of the topic hier-
archy, it would be great to have a balance between the best retrieval Fmeasure values
and the observed coherence. The methods which use the hierarchical weights seemed
to be closer to reaching this balance. However, they are not always the best choice.
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In the experiments there is evidence that, for unbalanced hierarchies, it is still better
to use a robust method, such as RLUM or even the simplest one - MTWLraw (Most
Frequent).
The proposed comparison methodology can be extended to aid users in the task
of selecting a useful topic hierarchy. The focus here is to cover the analysis of the
label selection step, assuming well-defined scenarios of text preprocessing and clus-
tering. Good topic hierarchies are a combination of well-chosen text representation,
reliable hierarchical structure and a representative set of labels for each topic. In this
way, some of the future works relies on different labeling methods, cluster algorithms
and prune, as well as a different preprocessing or a more restrictive calculation for
the coherence measure. These different processes does not affect the proposed com-
parison methodology, although they can obtain different results from the experiment
presented in this paper. To actually enriched the methodology we can add a human
evaluation. As discussed before, this human evaluation can be guided by the simula-
tion already done, in order to decrease the number of nodes to be criticized.
Furthermore, we provided a hierarchical cluster labeling benchmark with stan-
dardized algorithm specifications and the implementations11. These standards should
allow for aa fairer comparison between new methods and the existing ones. The ex-
perimental comparison can be extended by including other evaluation measures in
order to compare the methods while considering different perspectives.
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